1) Characteristics about my city
   • UNESCO heritage medieval city center
   • Modal split: car - 23%, PT - 54%, cycling - 1,5%, walking - 21,5%
   • Main economic spheres: tourism, IT, trade

2) Specific motivation of my city to engage in the topic of SUMP:s
   • Critical situation with public transport service
   • High traffic injury rate
   • Growth of automobilization
   • High traffic air pollution
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3) Signature improvement / investment measures tentatively envisioned by my city to be anchored in a SUMP
   • Pedestrianized city center
   • Prioritized electric public transport
   • Developed cycling and walking infrastructure
   • Network of Park&Ride facilities

4) Main obstacles/challenge for take-up/implementation of SUMPs?
   • Change of political situation
   • Lack of financial resources
   • Communication problems
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